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Challenge K: Interactive stroke 
animation 
In this challenge you will get to develop an interactive stroke-animation-based 
progress indicator. There is a challenge starter project, which you will need to open 
to get started with your solution. 

Open ViewController.swift and look at the code in viewDidLoad(). The code adds 
a circular shaped layer on screen, but it sets its strokeEnd property to 0.0 so 
actually no part of the shape is drawn at first. Therefore if you start the project as-
is you won’t see anything appear on screen. 

Now look for the touchesBegan(touches:, event:) method placeholder. In here you 
will start the animation to draw the circular progress bar under the user’s finger for 
as long as they don’t lift that finger off the screen surface. 

Add this code to touchesBegan(touches:, event:): 

let touch = touches.anyObject() as? UITouch 
let point = touch!.locationInView(view) 
touchLayer.position = CGPoint(x: point.x - 40, y: point.y - 40) 
startTouchAnimation() 

First you fetch the location of the touch in the view controller’s view. Then you 
move touchLayer so that it appears centered under the user’s finger. Finally you call 
startTouchAnimation(), which you are to add next to the class. 

For easy reuse of the code you are creating the animation object in a separate 
method. The animation itself is pretty simple – it just animates the strokeEnd 
property on the shape layer. 

Add startTouchAnimation() to the view controller class: 

func startTouchAnimation() { 
  let progressAnimation = CABasicAnimation(keyPath: "strokeEnd") 
 
  progressAnimation.fromValue = 0.0 
  progressAnimation.toValue = 1.0 
  progressAnimation.duration = 2.0 
  progressAnimation.timingFunction = CAMediaTimingFunction(name: 
kCAMediaTimingFunctionEaseOut) 
  progressAnimation.removedOnCompletion = false 
  progressAnimation.fillMode = kCAFillModeForwards 
  progressAnimation.delegate = self 
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  touchLayer.addAnimation(progressAnimation, forKey: "progress") 
} 

You create a CABasicAnimation object and set it to animate the strokeEnd from 0.0 
to 1.0 (eg. draw the complete shape) over two seconds. The animation will remain 
on screen until you remove it explicitly or update the model layer. 

Since you’d want to react in some way whenever the animation completes (i.e. 
detect a user’s long tap gesture) you also set the view controller class as the 
delegate for the animation. 

Finally you also give the animation a name so that when the user lifts their finger 
before the animation completes you could remove that animation from touchLayer. 

Things are looking good at that point – build and run the project to check whether 
the animation shows up successfully upon a tap on the screen. 

Next you will implement touchesMoved(touches:, event:). You want the progress 
bar keep animating while the user drags their finger, so you will have to update 
touchLayer’s location when the touches move. Add this code to the touchesMoved 
placeholder: 

let touch = touches.anyObject() as? UITouch 
let point = touch!.locationInView(view) 
touchLayer.position = CGPoint(x: point.x - 40, y: point.y - 40) 

This will keep moving the shape’s position while the user pans around the screen. 

The next step is to remove the animation whenever the user either lifts their finger 
or another event happens, which cancels the current touches. Since you will need 
to have the same code happen in both cases you need to abstract it into a separate 
method. 

First add the two event methods: 

override func touchesEnded(touches: NSSet, withEvent event: 
UIEvent) { 
  removeTouchAnimation() 
} 
     
override func touchesCancelled(touches: NSSet, withEvent event: 
UIEvent) { 
  removeTouchAnimation() 
} 

And then the method to remove the animation: 

func removeTouchAnimation() { 
  touchLayer.removeAnimationForKey("progress") 
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  touchLayer.fillColor = UIColor.whiteColor().CGColor 
} 

You remove the animation by the key you did set when you created it, then make 
sure the fill color of the shape is set to white for the next time you show the shape. 

Finally you will add the animation delegate method to fill the progress shape with a 
solid orange color to indicate that a long tap has been detected. You need to keep 
in mind that when you call removeAnimationForKey(key:) the delegate method is 
being called also when the animation actually completes – you will have to check 
animationDidStop(anim:, finished:) if the animation completed successfuly.  

Add this last method to your view controller’s class: 

override func animationDidStop(anim: CAAnimation!, finished flag: 
Bool) { 
  if flag { 
    touchLayer.fillColor = UIColor.orangeColor().CGColor 
  } 
} 

If the animation completed it means that the user has held their finger on screen 
long enough – you set the fill color of the shape to orange. If on the other hand the 
finished parameter equals false that most probably means the animation was 
cancelled. 

Give the long tap detector a try. If you’d like to fool around with the project – try to 
change the shape to a square or an oval. 


